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V the courtesy of the managers of the Modu-
lus, THE TECHNIC is enabled to present its
readers the likenesses of the editorial board whose
control over it, as a body, ceases with this issue.
The plate was prepared for publication in the
Modulus and was unintentionally omitted. Al-
though we try to be modest, we feel as though
its loss is THE '1'P:clime's gain, and are glad to
supplement its work to this extent.
To the Class of 1906, Hail and Farewell ! Asyou leave Rose, the scene of four years'
work and pleasure, the home of the elephant and
the pipe rush, the Hallowe'en memorial banquet
and the diligent thesis work, you carry with you
the hopes and good wishes of a multitude of
other graduates, .past and future. In the greater
school which you go forth to attend, may you
never be marked absent or unprepared at a reci-
tation, may your fellow-students be congenial
comrades, your faculty just and impartiar, your
curriculum agreeable, and may you find honors
distributed with a prodigal hand.
THE retrospect of the student activities of theschool year of which this issue of THE
TECHNIC marks the close • in general very pleas-
ing from the view-point of a Rose student.
In athletics, the Rose colors have gone well to
the front and stayed there. In looking over the
record of athletic events we find that the foot-
ball team of 1905 has to its credit 'nine games
won out of ten played. Both as a team and in-
dividually the men worked hard and faithfully,
and what they non they deserved, including the
compliment of being " the most successful team
that Poly ever had." The basket-ball season
opened with a gloomy outlook, but the clouds soon
broke and the sun of our fortunes shone brightly
emitigh to allow us to lay claim to being second
in tile state championship. The presence of
Paul Turk among us has .placed us first in track
and field sports in the Secondary League, and
for three weeks there has hung on our wall a
handsome banner which proclaims its possessors
to b.! " Winners of ihz I C. A. L. Annual Track
and Field Meet, Held at Earlham, 1906. Turk's
work at the meet at Lafayette on May 26th is to
be remembered to his credit, and the showing
made by his fellow-athletes at Parsons Field on
the same day was a surprise to many, as Turk
had apparently been first, last and all of the
track team, shutting out the public's view of all
the rest. The base-ball team has well upheld the
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reputation of its predecessors. To Capt. Mooney
belongs a large share of the credit for the work
of a team composed in great part of men new to
it this year. Douthett has developed into a star
sensational pitcher, and in the latter part of the
season left little of the game to be played by the
rest of the team. . Athletes, we salute you!
The Rose Y. M. C. A. has been active as usual.
Several general assemblies were addressed by
men representing general Y. M. C. A. work, and
the weekly meetings have been held regularly
and with profit to those present, though the at-
tendance might well have been larger. The Tel-
egraph Co. and the Camera. Club have in their
quiet way been useful to their members and in
general, to the student body as a whole. , The
Scientific Society, under the leadership of Mr.
Delle, has again taken its place as a student or-
ganization; a number of gentlemen, among
whom were Messrs. Eastwood, Kelsall, Meyers,
Hengsen, Paige, McComb and Prof. Williams,
presented papers at different times which were
thoroughly enjoyed by those who were present.
The attendance was sometimes rather small, and
it is hoped that this will be improved in the fu-
ture. The Symphony Club has been alive as
usual, the Glee Club especially being active in
the production of Pinafore during April. Toward
the close of the year a slight misunderstanding
arose between those representing the Glee Club
and the Student's Council about the relationship
of the two, but the difference of opinion was
finally satisfactorily adjusted.
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SOME OF THE RESULTS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
Commencement Address, delivered by Clarence A. Waldo,
Head Professor of Mathematics, Purdue University.
WHEN old friends meet some personal allusionsare excusable even in so formal and dignified a
thing as a Commencement address is supposed to be.
More than a score of years it is since some of us first met
,on this campus and formed ties and friendships which I
trust death alone shall sever. On this, its 22nd Corn_
mencement the Polytechnic has more than reached its
majority and we may he pardoned if we ask whether our
work done here was hay and stubble to be utterly burned
as chaff when the fire of stirring conflict and living ex-
perience tried us out, or has our work proved to be the
noble gold which fire only proves and refines. Our first
class developed three typical men who have occupied no
mean place in society, the business manager, the railroad
manager and the college professor, the class which by
three months missed being graduated under President
Thompson, that King among men whom death removed
all too soon froni his new western field. The next class
drew its members from the prominent families of the
state and from its villages and shops, yet the boys from
the humbler families now stand shoulder to shoulder with
the more favored ones in inventive power in creative and
administrative ability and in influence, showing how tech-
nical education exalts all classes and conditions in life.
The records show that these boys of the 80's have made
good in life's duty test, though one class of them did go
down to defeat on the diamond before Kirshner, the
mighty faculty southpaw, and before the long-geared
Ames, who struck terror into the hearts of the Seniors
with his fearful swats and his giant strides. The experi-
ment at Terre Haute actually entered upon in the early
eighties has splendidly demonstrated the wisdom of its
projectors, the keen insight, sound judgment and broad
philanthropy of its founder. Ninety-five per cent of its
graduates are pursuing occupations for which they here
specially prepared theins. lves. Terre Haute must thank
the Polytechnic for much of its present prosperity, an in-
fluence far beyond that of any single industry however
great, for it has raised up to to you a generation of young
men of wide, clear vision, and from the knowledge of
natural laws here acquired and a trained ability to inves-
tigate facts and to reach conclusions supported by sound
logic, has conic to them the courage of action. Such a
benefaction is not for the few but for all; it must ever ex-
alt and adorn your busy city, while it ministers to that
which is best in your citizenship. The name Rose no
longer means merely an individual, it means Terre Haute,
into whose growth has entered the life of the man and
the life of all his co-laborers. Is it not now a fitting time
for the strong men within this city or outside to couple
their names with that of your revered Chauncey Rose and
to join their wealth to his on this campus, thus giving
this splendid institution the further equipment and en-
largement which it needs and deserves in its friendly riv-
alry with others ministering to the higher life of young
men? Today I do not attempt to add something to your
mathematics or to impress upon you as engineers the im-
portance of the mathematical spirit. That lesson you
have long since learned, besides, the dose might be dis-
tasteful to your friends, perhaps to yourselves. Neither
do I, if I could, try to teach you something about the
making of bridges, of tunnels, or of contracts, but rather
I invite your attention for a few minutes to that larger
life which you young men of the graduating class are en-
tering upon and of which you will hereafter be a part,
and which those who have preceded you from this school
so well adorn.
When you chose your life work, did you choose wisely?
You chose a technical college in which to secure your
preparation. Do the results show that kind of education
desirable, though its history now spans but half of
our allotted time on earth? Let us '•walk about this Zion
and go round about her; tell the towers thereof, mark well
her bulwarks and consider her palaces", even though
these towers are shining but recently through the mists
of prejudice and ignorance.
First, then let us sketch briefly the development of our
system of technical schools, for this development is itself
one of the results of technology, and then proceed to
speak more specifically of some of the more important
things which these schools have accomplished. It will
do us no harm to glance about us and note, though im-
perfectly, our relation to a national expansion, such as
the world has never before seen.
A full generation ago it became evident to the intelli-
gent observer that keen educators had received a new
light and that a mighty accelerating force in education
had appeared. People saw some of the effects of steam as
a servant of man. But a few years before the first elec-
tric message, 'What bath God wrought"? revealed dimly
the possibilities of instant communication between widely
separated points; the dynamo began to assume practical
shape with its marvelous conveying and transforming
power. All branches of physics were responding to
shrewd investigators and giving up secrets long guarded.
Darwin's theory of life gave depth and vitality to biolog- •
ical facts, a new impetus and fascination to their study
and correlation. A whole galaxy of brilliant workers had
converted chemistry into an exact science fit to occupy a
place beside astronomy, that most ancient of cultures.
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And yet the forms and the materials of higher educa-
tion in America had been so long established and so firm-
ly that for years it was with the greatest difficulty that
any adequate recognition was given to the new subjects.
Place for them in our higher courses was insisted upon by
the few, grudgingly given by the many.
In the '70's new courses like Ph. B. and B. S. became
general in the East, but it was tacitly assumed that these
were for weaklings who could not endure the severer dis-
cipline of the old time classical languages. Men taking
the new courses found many social and scholastic doors
closed and only a quiet and condescending tolerance for
them in their assumed intellectual inferiority. This was
especially true in the older classical institutions where
the degree of A. B was the outward expression of an in-
ward intellectual grace to which no other class of people
need aspire. In some sections of our country this feeling
still lingers.
Ann Arbor represented the West in its progress and did
great service in giving standing and dignity to the new
courses. Modern language and laboratory science ob-
tained a place co-ordinate with Latin, Greek, Mathe-
matics, Psychology and Evidences of Christianity, and
another education had arisen. And it was time; for the
professions to which the colleges led were crowded beyond
belief. The Lieutenant-Governor of New York State said
in a lecture that in New York City alone four thousand
graduates of colleges walked the streets not knowing at
any time whence would come their next meal. The fos-
silized form of the old education was so impractical that
Horace Greeley would not take young collegians upon
his Tribune staff. Rich men put their bright sons early
into business, for their dull ones they hired coaches and
sent them through Harvard. If the dullards lacked
ability to suceeed in business the next best thing was to
make gentlemen of them. Some years earlier the na-
tional movement in Germany began to weld her little
principalities in reality into a compact whole under one
leader—her emperor. She looked with envy at Great
Britain's industrial prosperity and with anger and humil-
iation to see her sturdy middle class pouring across the
seas to break the virgin soil and develop the resources of
the great Republic. To hold her children in the Father-
land and to found industries which would enter the lists
against Great Britain for the world's markets she entered
upon a radical and aggressive educational program.
Technical schools sprang up at her strategic points with
a magnificence of building and completeness of equip-
ment which far outstripped the old medieval universities.
Their graduates were not fully employed at home, but the
surplus found a warm welcome elsewhere and especially
in the growing industries of America, which they largely
dominated and germanized. While Civil Engineering
had long been cultivated in spots in the United States,
Americans now awoke to the fact that American youths
of moderate means but fine innate mechanical endow-
ments could find no adequate preparation for the higher
ranks of our industrial life, for America's existing scien-
tific schools confessedly did not solve our industrial prob-
lem. Runkle began to preach the Russian idea which
involved the school shop and full grown machinery for
school purposes. Our own alert clear-sighted splendidly
gifted Charles 0 Thompson ransacked Russia, Germany,
Switzerland and France for ideas For a solvent of these
investigations nothing better could be found than his
keen, bold inventive Yankee genius. Runkle attacked
the problem of equipment from the manual training side;
Thompson from the side of the practical business school
shop. The two ideas have interacted, and from them has
developed a system which for the moment we can safely
claim to be the best in the world.
Amid the storm and stress of our Civil war came the
Morrell act, which brought into existence three score new
institutions, whose mission it was to help free agriculture
and the mechanic arts every where in our broad land from
the thralldom of tradition and to place them under the
control of science. The Franco-Prussian war soon gave a
startling demonstration of the power which science gives
a nation; then leaders in education began to observe with
great interest the experiments first at Boston and later at
Worcester and to study their essential differences from
the engineering and scientific schools that had preceded
them.
A race was at band which was no more to deal in glit-
tering generalities and platitudes, but to fly straight to its
mark. During the sixties and seventies technical educa-
tion as we now know it had its beginnings. During the
eighties the work was pioneer and tentative. During the
nineties, especially towards the close of the decade, it be-
gan to gather volume, and people sat up and took notice.
Legislators saw the rising tide and for a time were uncer-
tain whether public funds would be properly spent upon
a form of education from which the possessor might se-
cure immediate pecuniary advantage. A curious ques-
tion, indeed! For every education, if it has any reasons
for its existence, must have among them at least this one,
that the educated person will be better equipped for his
individual life struggle.
The four years of college life are to develop latent
energy. The happy and prosperous state need its men of
trained powers in every walk in life. Not behind the
teacher's desk alone, the judge's bench and the surgeon's
table; not alone in the pulpit, in the editor's chair, in the
legislative seat, and in the executive office, but also in the
factory, in the shops, on the railroad, on the farm, in the
counting house, in the mine. The men who tunnel the
mountain, who span the chasm, who pile the skyscrapers
to dizzy heights, overtopping the old cathedrals hundreds
of years in building—all must be men of brains and of
training. Upon the excellence of the constructive ability
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of a nation depends its progress and expansion quite as
much as upon the greatness of the men who adorn the
learned professions and lead in its political councils. So
America, of which we are now speaking, does well to fos-
ter with wise liberality an institution which is multiply-
ing so rapidly her moral and material wealth.
With schools leading to them increasing at an aston-
ishing rate and a public clamoring for a supply of their
product, which always falls far short of the demand, our
technical schools must grow apace and ever become big-
ger and more influential. We have reached a time when
no one can safely set bounds to their expansion.
Such in brief is a rapid review of the growth of what
the late R. H. Thurston calls the new educations to a place
beside the old, and among which the technical educations
are at present greatly in the ascendant.
By technical education we mean of course those forms
of education which are inunediately applicable to the
chemical, mechanical, electrical, structural, carrying,
milling and agricultural industries and are usually summed
up under the one head, engineering. These educations
pertain usually to the ordinary engineering or polytech-
nic colleges, though they may in a lesser degree be the
product of the manual training school whose work nat-
turally leads to the engineering college, and the trades
school which deals largely with materials and practical
methods.
One great result, then, of technical education has been
to increase vastly the forces and resources set apart for
the civilization and intellectual expansion of the nation,
through both public liberality and private benefactions.
But we now wish to point out more in detail a few great
things which it has done or greatly helped to do. These
we include under the following heads:
1. The emancipation, diversification and enrichment
of higher education.
2. In giving directness and purpose to higher educa-
tion.
3. In solving the problem of educating the masses.
4. In breaking down class distinctions and in giving
new zest to work and zeal to invention.
5. In a fearless departure from uniformity in school
organization and a conscious substitution of economy and
efficiency.
A generation ago our colleges thought to demonstrate
their greatness by adding an oration of Cicero or a chap-
ter of the Anabasis or a book of Homer to their entrance
requirements. They retained their serene confidence in
their own self-sufficiency ill the face of impending change
by quietly absorbing chemistry and biology into the arts
course and tucking them away as electives. But then
came the technical schools and here was something the
old system could not assimilate. It could not announce
an elective in turning chunks of oak, or casting molten
iron, or pounding red hot steel. It had no laboratories
adapted to that kind of work and could not spare the
money in providing for such vulgar foolishness. So the
technical schools began apart from the old colleges and
developed to suit their needs. Presently it was recog-
nized that bright and valuable men came out of these sup-
posed inferior conditions, and men discovered that a set
of new educations had come into existence. With them
came an insight into a multitude of forms which a fine
collegiate training can take to advantage and many and
diversified educations were born. "What is an educa-
tion" and "What makes the educated man" received a
new and cheering answer.
As a second result higher education has become logical
and purposeful. The old standard classical course had
one great excellence. As a training for preachers of the
gospel it was and is good, perhaps the best. It served
well to discipline our lawyers and teachers, while with
chemistry and biology added our physicians found it ex-
cellent. But in the revolt from the standard course in-
discriminate electives brought us well nigh into mental
chaos. To be educated, a man, according to the new dic-
tum, must have the old foundations, and in addition
thereto must know something of ancient and modern his-
tory, political economy, botany, zoology, chemistry,
geology, German, French and a dozen other subjects pre-
sented by enthusiastic teachers as things of prime im-
portance and indispensable
The man was safe who resolutely selected a series of re-
lated electives because of innate interest and for a definite
purpose. Not so the poor fellow who went stumbling
along equally good or equally, bad in everything. A prey
to all kinds of momentary enthusiasms he found himself
at the end of his course with nothing strong and definite
accomplished, good for nothing in the immediate future
except as a man of all around superficial attainments to
swell the ranks already overcrowded of underpaid teach-
ers of public schools. We have heard of the miller who
was blessed with many sons and much convenient skep-
ticism. The usual formula was this: "Bill, have you
tolled the grist?" "Yes, sir." "Ben, have you tolled the
grist?" "Yes, sir." "Dave, have you tolled the grist?"
"Yes, sir." And so to the end of the roll, when he would
say, "Well, you are all a pack of liars; I will toll it myself
to make sure." So in the new order of things resulting
from Electives, the whole rank and file of professors of
subjects both new and old would take mental toll of the
poor vacillating collegian, and at graduation his grist left
for outside consumption was lamentably mean. But the
engineer had a definite aim in view. He niust be able to
build a modern bridge on safe and scientific lines; he must
be able to organize an industry and make it pay; he must
know how to install and maintain electric lighting Or
electric traction plants and do it on the basis of greatest
efficiency. Such an education recognizes at the outset
that the field of knowledge is vast. In one life time no
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one is able to compass it, much less in four immature and
formative years. When working for a definite end, as
does the engineer, the only line of action open is to set
up a program of progressive and related subjects whose
mastery brings the desired mental equipment, and rigor-
ously exclude unrelated things however desirable they
may be in themselves. Thus has arisen the group system
of studies—the logical basis for a training which is in it-
self in the highest degree disciplinary and which leads to
virile power and competency.
Every man is now trained in college life not according
to some one rigid model, but in the one of many ways
which will help him best to adorn his chosen profession.
The skillful lapidary does not cut every stone after the
same form, sometimes tinkering a gem till nothing is left
of it, but he cuts it as a rose or a brilliant or a table, ac-
cording to its shape.
In this way technical schools lead the world in their
strenuousness. The students are working with a well
conceived and clearly defined object, have few wild oats
to sow, for one good reason, because they haven't time to
sow them, and are in that happy state where a busy brain
excludes the devil and all his ilk.
Technical education is solving the problem of the edu-
cation of the masses, is leading to a democracy in intel-
lect where a happy people lives together with mutual re-
spect while engaged in co-ordinate but vastly diversified
industries. Have you studied the recent statistics of
higher education? Have you given attention to the rapid
expansion of the four year college courses and have you
studied the cause? One illustration will suffice. Public
institutions of mighty and accelerating power have devel-
oped in these regal states of the Middle West with a ra-
pidity and a grandeur almost incredible. Their growth
is one of the marvels of the age. The typical institution
to which we naturally turn in the mighty empire lying
between the Allegheneys and Rockies is the University of
Michigan. In 1895 its college of liberal arts had remained
for a number of years practically stationary at from 1,000
to 1,200 students. And so it was until the University en-
tered seriously upon the development of an engineering
school. The latest available report of the United States
Commissioner of Education, that of 1903, shows 1,900
students in the college courses at Ann Arbor. There are
nearly 1,300 in the liberal arts courses of all kinds, while
the remaining 600 are in the engineering courses. Of the
liberal arts students half are men and half are women. In
other words, the liberal arts courses are going over to the
women, who are not so definitely preparing themselves
for the strenuous vocations of life, and the engineering
courses are accounting for the actual increase in numbers
of students in the college proper.
Since writing the above, a conversation with President
Angell brought out the fact that three years later, in 1900,
the college of liberal arts had reached about 1,400, of
which about the same number were women as in 1903,
while the engineering contingent had reached about 1,-
300. The influx of women seems for some reason to be
checked; the liberal arts courses have increased about 100
in three prosperous years, but the engineering courses
have increased so rapidly in the same time that in another
year the engineers will outnumber all liberal arts under-
graduates combined.
A recent investigation in a technical school showed the
following approximate percentages: Forty two per cent
of the students are drawn from families in which at least
one parent or grandparent was a college student Of these,
two-thirds are from families in which at least one parent
was a student of the old type of college. A very impor-
tant deduction is that collegians from the old classical
schools largely prefer a technical training for their boys.
Indeed, it is a safe proposition to assert that half of the
college boys in that particular state with collegiate ante-
cedents are now in technical schools.
In the case of the other 58 per cent of the students col-
lege life was new in this generation to the immediate
family; of these more than one-third are pioneers in col-
lege education in their own families or near connections.
In other words, one-fifth of the students in this institu-
tion are there as the fruits of its missionary efforts to
spread higher education among the masses where before
it was unknown, while 3 per cent of the total number are
the first college men to represent their communities who
were not ministers, lawyers, doctors or teachers. The
technical school also helps on the school of liberal arts,
and it is safe to say that on the average every college of
liberal arts in the land has a larger number of students
than it would have had without the stimulating help of
the engineering institutions, advertising higher education
in general. All kinds of higher education are made to
work together as never before for the intellectual con-
quest of the nation to establish our great people on the
high democratic planes of political, mental and spiritual
freedom.
Technical education is breaking down the foolish and
harmful notion that mental and manual labor are bases
for class distinction. It uses the brain and the hand, de-
velopes the whole man and brings him into sympathetic
relations with all classes of society Every one becomes
interested in all kinds of work and new devices. It is an
exploded theory that necessity is the mother of inven-
tion. The multitudinous devices perfected by the genius
of today were needed by past generations as well as by
our own. The problems have long existed, the need has
long been present, but the trained hand supplementing
the trained intellect hsa been wanting. This essential
our technical colleges are supplying, and we have a race
of inventors who are not wasting untold fortunes upon
perpetual motion and other impossible schemes, but move
directly against the fortifications with which nature and
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nature's laws guard her secrets and force a capitulation.
Not a happy chance but deliberate and purposeful attack
developes the great inventions of our day, and in this
work of stimulating our workers and developing useful
inventions our technical schools bear a leading part.
Our technical education is fearless in its progress, and
free from traditions. It does not ask whether the prepar-
ation required to undertake it is less or more than that
insisted upon by our great institutions of so-called liberal
learning, which pride themselves upon the severity of the
guard kept upon the gates of admission. Once inside it
too frequently transpires that these same colleges have
little concern for what happens behind those gates. Tech-
nical schools simply ask when, with what degree of ma-
turity, with what amount of preparatory study in certain
directions can the student undertake their curriculum
with a fair probability of success.
Theorists may say that technology should be built upon
a course in liberal arts, that thus only can the finished
man of our splendid civilization understand, exemplify
and preach the beautiful, the good and the true in his
leisure moments while he devotes his busy hours to the
useful. Unfortunately for most cases such a piling of
Ossa on Pelion or of mountain on mountain, accomplishes
no good purpose and it is contrary to the laws of stability
to try to stand one cone on another. The man is spoiled
as an engineer before he begins the study of the engineer-
ing profession.
If you wish to make an engineer, you begin with him
when young, you place him where he will for years be
handling the materials of construction, where he will be
filing, turning and testing wood, iron and steel, where
machinery is whirring about him, where shafts, pulleys,
belts and prime movers are his daily companions, where
the forge and the hammer are at work and where the
molten metal fills the mold. More than through his
books he learns through his surroundings. The average
man has not a broad range of intense life. Broaden the
range unduly, you diminish the intensity, lessen the pro-
ductivity, take away the usefulness and undermine the
happiness. With efficiency born of intensity there will
come leisure and zest for the amenities of life and its men-
tal and spiritual delights.
The fear still existing in some quarters that our tech-
nical schools need a higher basement if they are to stand
on the same square with old time colleges, is curiously il-
lustrated in President Eliot's last published report. He
says: "The requirements for admission to the technical
schools of the country have always been much lower than
the requirements for admission to the colleges; and in
most technical schools they still remain so to the great in-
jury of the schools of technology on the one hand and of
the high schools of the country on the other. For many
years the Lawrence Scientific School was no exception to
this rule; but it now requires as many points for admis-
sion as Harvard College requires—namely, twenty-six—
and it endeavors in practice to live up to its require-
ments." Most of us find quite a different state of affairs,
for the high school graduate of today has much trouble
in holding his own in the strenuous life of our technical
schools. This same graduate knows it as well as any of
us and he seldom takes any chances of failure by enter-
ing them prematurely. President Eliot further says:
"The Lawrence Scientific School prescribes more courses
a year for its students than Harvard College prescribes,
so that the work of its students is strenuous and unremit-
ting. It also insists that its students should make good
use of a part of every summer vacation for field work in
surveying, geology and mining and metallurgy and for
shop work."
To put it more concretely, 50 per cent more work is re-
quired for graduation from the Scientific than from Har-
vard College proper. In other words, if it is work done
that counts, four years at Lawrence are worth in results
Six at Harvard College. Is this not typical of technical
schools tverywhere? The honored and famous president
while so seriously troubled over basements forgets for the
moment to look at roofs, minarets and domes, in which
respect the scientific school so greatly overtops the liberal
arts school. Isn't it a curious survival of old time classic-
ism when a great Eastern educator of well known breadth
yand liberality first argues that for the sake of uniformit
a technical school must have in admission point for point
with classical colleges, then he rejoices that in intensity
and strenuousness of curriculum his scientific overtops
his classical school three to two, for thus a graduate of
the former may become socially and intellectually the
equal of the latter.
Out here in the Middle West we don't mix things that
way. We are not putting new wine into old bottles. We
do not make comparisons where none exist. Our tech-
nical schools have a work peculiarly their own. A splen-
did and useful but entirely different type of man is the
end sought. Not conformity to old types but fidelity to
new ones must be the criticism.
If you wish to know whether our methods are good
look at our product, here a railway manager, there an
eminent man of business; here a leading patent lawyer,
there a splendid teacher of science; here a resourceful in-
ventor, there a founder and captain of industries. By
our product the public tests us and as a verdict they
crowd our halls to repletion with the best young life the
country produces. Yes, our schools are alive, they will
not be bound by a deadening uniformity. They ask a
higher test of service rendered than conformity to the
best types of the old in education, and that test is effi-
ciency.
May we then review rapidly some of the things which
we may fairly claim for technical education in the last
generation. It is a debatable question whether it has not
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been the leading influence in rescuing higher education
from indifference and even ridicule. It has called back
the attention to the true function of education. This is
not to give a person a smattering of all kinds of lore un-
der the sun, but to develop the power of long and conse-
cutive thinking, of logical reasoning and correct deduc-
tion.
An education which does not cultivate this ability is
false and frivolous. Further, our engineering education
in its content gives a grasp of nature's laws and a mas-
tery of them that makes them the servant of man. It
makes two blades grow where only one grew before.
A generation ago a collegian found no favors on a rail-
way, now the same company diligently seeks him. A
young college man other than the son of the proprietor
would be hazed from the shop, now he is looked upon
with respect and his friendship coveted. The financier
was a law unto himself, and gave no man his confidence,
now he acts only on the advice of his engineering expert.
Then the nation increased slowly and painfully in wealth,
now it goes forward by leaps and bounds as the master
hands fashion the keys which unlock its resources.
While it would be foolish to claim all this prosperity as a
result of the growing prevalence of technical education,
yet all will readily admit that the technical school is a
great and important factor therein. Every industrial
centre is swarming with our boys. They thrive and are
happy where the old-time collegian would sit down in
despair and starve. One is almost justified in applying
to them the magnificent words in Hebrews spoken of the
worthies "who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought
righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouth of
lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of
the sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed
valiant in fight, turned to flight the armies of the
aliens."
Purposely, I left to this time the greatest of the results
of a technical education honestly pursued and worthily
acquired, and that is the character which it developes or
even creates. The mere makers of phrases, the man who
plays upon words, may persuade himself that right is
wrong and wrong is right. The physician too frequently
finds that he has made a terrible error in diagnosis and
6
treatment, when, alas, the earth must pitifully hide his
mistake, he must doubt and distrust. The fickle weather
plays havoc with the farmer's hopes and makes him of
necessity more or less of a gambler. The trader thinks it
necessary to misrepresent, " 'tis naught, 'tis naught,
saith the buyer, but when he goeth his way he boasteth."
But the engineer lives in a world of precision; with the
data given or assumed, the conclusions are rigorous The
data themselves are subject to well known laws of proba-
ble error. Always and everywhere the engineer is
seeking for exact truth, putting truth into his formulae,
truth into his thinking, truth into his structures. He
stands with loins girt about by truth. A character as
firm as the rock should result, for a lying engineer is a
contradiction. Yet in these days of winnowing which
try men's souls and are sifting the deeds of men in high
places, you need the whole armor of God, but especially
must you have on the breastplate of righteousness. If
dishonest men wish to use you in forwarding enterprises
which cheat or defraud or take unfair advantage of sim-
plicity or ignorance, which rob the people of their prop-
erty or their rights, spurn their propositions, turn from
them as you would the plague. Young men who, with
self denial and industry, have submitted to a long and
severe training, deserve material success; indeed, they
usually will achieve it. Yet this is not the great thing.
If faithful to your training and your conscience it will in
time be the incident of your life. The great thing will
be the use of all your disciplined powers in the service of
mankind. When you wrap the drapery of your couch
about you and lie down to your last sleep, the thought
that will make it pleasant dreams will be, "I have finished
the fight, I have kept the faith." As one of the nation's
constructive sons you will have added your increment to
its greatness, its beneficence and its perpetuity, for as
Lowell says, "The measure of a nation's true success is
the amount it has contributed to the thought, the moral
energy, the intellectual happiness, the spiritual hope and
consolation of mankind."
In helping your nation achieve this kind of success,
there may come upon every one of you the benediction
of true service. Grant that so it may be.
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ALUMNI ADDRESS.
By WILLIAM EMMETT BURK, '96.
TEN YEARS ago on a certain day in this month ofJune it was my privilege and honor to be in this
gymnasium as a tnentber of the graduating class of 1896,
and I am happy to say that we have with us today many
of the same faculty which was so benevolent as to grant
that permission to me. While the honor is great, I ques-
tion the benevolence of the Alumni Society today in se-
lecting me to address you, for little did I think ten years
ago that it would fall to my lot to expose the oratorical
genius of that noble class of 1896.
However, as I believe is proper on such occasions, my
words may suffice if I can briefly state some reflections
that have come to nie out of ten years of observation and
experience; and which may prove of interest as way-side
pointers, serving to shorten that long and tortuous path
to success which every graduate of Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute is equipped to follow does he but possess the car-
dinal principles of character and industry. Graduation
from this Institution insures as a basis a. sufficiency of
scientific and technical material from which an enduring
engineering career may be built.
Both character and industry have been selected so many
times as subjects of advice that I shall attempt no defini-
tion of either, yet both are such prime essentials that they
must be accepted as the foundation plates upon which the
structure of personal success must be erected; and this
statement will hold when applied to any profession or vo-
cation.
No chain will be stronger than its weakest link, but that
structure will be especially weak in which the foundation
footings of character will not bear the strain of the whole
structure.
Industry, of course, largely determines the time re-
quired to complete the structure of success, but industry
is not the only factor determining the time required, and
the error is often made of being too industrious at con-
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structing things and too indolent at plans and specifica-
tions and in the assembling of proper material with which
to work.
Or stating it in another way, the young man possessing
both character and industry is too impatient to accomplish
material things
I dare say this impatience to a detrimental degree is
possessed by a majority of the present graduating class;
for it is but a natural psychological impediment attached
to normal human beings
The four years in Rose have appeared tremendously
long to those anxious to achieve, and perhaps the course
at times has appeared cumbrous in subject matter treated.
Such thoughts are in error, and you will make a mistake
to consider that your education is yet complete.
Physically you are anxious for the fray, and to win your
spurs. Enter the battle at once, but do not expect or even
desire to take on the sterner features of your profession
for some years. Let your first years supplement your
years in Rose, and post-graduate as it were from the school
of experience. Much will be learned that is new.
Much that is theoretical with you now will be altered
to fit the practical requirements. and your future success
will be all the more marked by your attending this school
of experience a few years;—patiently always. I am
tempted to advise to set aside your first year or two in
varied positions and in different geographical locations.
Three months here and three months there, staying long
enough in each instance to master your particular work
and to familiarize yourself with the technical, commercial
and social customs of each particular location.
Many fail of their maximum success because of a nar-
rowness of conception. Your importance to the world,
and more particularly the importance of the world to you,
is not realized because of limitations fixed by your narrow
environments. The best school for the liberal education of
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which I speak is travel, providing you work while you
travel.
A year or two devoted in this way, even though the
money remuneration may but meet the expenses of main-
tenance, will remove much selfishness and introduce more
liberal and comprehensive views, both of which are ines-
timable remuneration in themselves.
A rolling stone may gather no financial moss, but it
will undoubtedly collect valuable accretions of experi-
ence, which in this case would be certain capital, aug-
menting in a material way your present asset of knowl-
edge. A sinecure accepted too early in life is not healthy.
It is rather more to be desired that one test his own re-
sources. With so-called sinecures the bottom sometimes
drops out after all, and then it is important to know if one
possesses the feline qualities of always alighting feet down.
A broadening of knowledge and a liberality toward merit
wherever it may be found, will save many embarrassing
conclusions. A learned engineer, if inexperienced, is apt
to scoff at customs and processes in vogue at places out-
side of his environment.
The flannel shirt of the workman at furnaces is per-
haps thought illy adapted by one accustomed to linen
gowns and unfamiliar with the conditions effecting com-
fort in the situation; and the adobe house of the arid
tropics with its thick unsightly walls may be promptly
condemned by the architect unfamiliar with the peculiar
conditions existing there. The fitness of things, which
is closely related to what we call practical, is not acquired
from text-books, but rather is assimilated from contact,
and no better school is offered than that of travel in af-
fording a knowledge of the way the world views matters
and things from all its various view-points.
Full speed with machinery is not well advised until the
machinery has been "tried out" awhile, and the primary
lessons in engineering are the most important. Apply
the thought to those gentlemen who may be ideals if not
idols of success. Doubtless a few such appear in your
mind's eye. Was their great success instantaneous or was
it with a lowly start and with a gradual but sure progress.
One of the most successful railroad presidents to my
knowledge began his career almost with the pick and
shovel with the section crew. He toiled successively at
positions along the lines of maintenance and construction,
and today he knows by intimate familiarity the work of
all such details of his railroad system.
But we should pause to define success, for that is the
name of the goal to which you are all headed and we
should agree upon its meaning.
The true meaning of the term success has been serious-
ly distorted, although signs of the time point to its more
accurate interpretion at an early date. The line on which
success is written is not headed by the dollar mark. That
meaning of success is passing fast. The money meaning
has reached the 4:13 of the curve and is now on the down-
ward slope. Yet in this connection it is a fact well proven
by a glance at salaries earned today, that technical men,
—engineers,—are commanding and will command among
the highest remunerations of all mankind for their ser-
vices. Scientific directing power when efficient, means
ultimate economy to all work coining under such hands,
and the work of the engineer covers the whole world in
all its avenues.
Concentration of population and the refined demands
of a progressive civilization means more and more work
for the engineer. The princely salaries of those devoting
their services to matters of high finance are crumbling,
because they are not based upon productive power. The
railroad president who can by his familiarit, of experi-
ence step in if necessary and take up the work of any man
down the long avenues of employes leading down and
away from his office, is a fixture.
Not so with the railroad president or the insurance pres-
ident whose office is occasioned merely by the control of
so many shares of stock.
Soft snaps are not to be desired. As the muscles of the
athlete develop under exercise, so do the designing and
constructing powers of the engineer grow from the patient
practice of the principles which he understands. Get into
the harness then, as near to the lead horse as you proper-
ly belong, of course; but the principle thing is to pull on
the traces'as hard and a little harder than your working
companion.
Don't worry in seeking promotion; that will come as
early as you deserve it. Large business corporations
sometimes follow the practice of not employing a volun-
tary applicant. Their favored practice is to seek the
busiest man; he who has no time for writing applications.
I believe the present time meaning of success is to ac-
complish that which one undertakes to do, and to accom-
plish it in a little less time than it takes the other fellow;
—no short cuts allowed.
One phrase of recent origin is so expressive of success
and so useful in every day expressions, that I believe our
modern meddlers with the spelling of English words
might do well to shorten this phrase to a word and adopt
it. I refer to the phrase, "Deliver the goods."
You are expected as engineers to "deliver the goods,"
and the goods you must deliver if you are to be success-
ful. The time it takes you to deliver the goods will be
the measure of your success. Never mind what the goods
may be or how rough the character of the roads over
which the goods must be delivered,—only ask no ques-
tions, but "deliver the goods."
I know of an engineering office where the chief engi-
neer forbids the use of the common English word "can't",
the use of which word is almost equivalent to dismissal in
that particular office.
It is the business of a directing engineer to design and
to decide upon what is to be done. What he directs is
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not subject to "can't", and should it prove to be, he will
soon cease to be the directing engineer and his lieutenant
who successfully avoids "can'ts" will be his successor.
Whether it is the winding of an armature or the digging
of a Panama canal, there is only one limitation to the
order of the "delivery of the goods", and that is, for true
success the means must be honorable.
And this is exactly where character comes in as the all
essential.
The occasional toppling of careers of engineers as well
as of those gentlemen operating in high finance is mainly
due to the questionable methods of delivery of goods, and
at the root of which is found a faulty character.
"Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay."
The commercial world has seen enough of ill faring re-
cently, and the lesson to the engineer as well, is to look
to the man first and then to the work, and swzcess will
follow "as the night the day".
A past president of the Anierican Society of Civil En-
gineers told me recently that duriing all his life (and his
career has been a long and successful one), he has never
known real engineering difficulties.
While he has had difficulties in plenty, they were all
surrounding men as human beings. In getting men to
do what they promise to do.
In correcting their mistakes and their neglect. In
keeping men on the right-of-way instead of following the
short cut routes.
Inert matter can be placed in position to sustain loads.
Wood and stone and iron can be relied upon to do what
is calculated for them to do, and they cause no real engi-
neering difficulty. The modulus is fixed, and their short-
comings if known are constant and can be reckoned with.
This we must confess is because the wood and the stone
and the iron are without intellect; but with intellectual
man who does not possess the counterpoise of absolute
character, engineering troubles begin, engineering trou-
bles endure and engineering troubles are found in the end.
So your education is not finished until you have studied
man.
Another word as to your equipment. Each century
and each decade begins with its status of engineering
knowledge, and through research and experience, ends
with an increased amount of total knowledge.
So during any one lifetime, of the total knowledge,
much is accumulated at the start, and much is acquired
through experience and stumbling.
The theory and exact formulae forming a part of the
knowledge one starts with often leads to such confusion
when it comes to practical applications in experience, that
1 am reminded of the Boston pedestrian who became so
confused in searching his way through the crooked and
angling streets of that city, that he frequently met him-
self approaching from another direction.
On point of accumulation consider the tremendous
handicap of Galileo or Newton; or of Fulton and of Steph-
enson. And even ten years ago at time of my graduation,
accumulated knowledge on the subject of alternating cur-
rents was but a mite as compared to what is available to
you today. You are fortunate in beginning your career
in a familiarity with accumulated scientific and technical
knowledge acquired at this particular period of time; and
particularly fortunate in acquiring the high order of se-
lected knowledge as is dispensed by Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute. You could not ask for more. You could not get
more if you did ask. You have familiarity with stored
and accumulated knowledge. The time has now come
for acquiring knowledge from your experience, and the
differentiation between that which you have gotten from
storage as it were, and that which You must get by ac-
quisition is important. I am glad to note the general ver-
dict is that the college graduate no longer considers him-
self superior to his employer in working knowledge.
There was a time when self-esteem of this order was a
great detriment to a young graduate.
As an instance showing where an accumulation of
scholastic knowledge was not sufficient, I recall a conver-
sation last winter with an engineer under the Panama
Canal Commission, in which he told me of a cablegram
which was sent to Washington by the chief engineer from
the Canal Zone, and which read in effect, "Send fewer
fresh college graduates and more experienced men."
This too was occasioned by civil service laws under which
some of the best of the college graduates were going to
Panama. The explanation I think will illustrate my
point, and in no sense militate against a college education.
Applicants for work on the Canal were subjected to a
rigid civil service examination in which technical ques-
tions were asked which recent graduates could answer
readily from fresh familiarity with accumulated knowl-
edge. The experienced engineer taking the same exam-
ination had at one time known the answers to such ques-
tions and could perhaps have answered glibly at time of
his graduation. While his practice had been based upon
the truth of these principles, he had forgotten the for-
mulae, and the recent graduate secured the certificate of
employment.
In the field at Panama, however, the prompt stating of
formulae was not so important as was the callous to the
burning sun; not so important as the skill and the ability
to "deliver the goods", which was possessed only by the
man of earlier graduation and who possessed this addi-
tional asset of acquired knowledge and seasoning.
To my knowledge this Panama appeal was of such im-
portance that the Panama Canal Commission and the Civil
Service Commission jointly empowered a special examin-
ing committee which traveled over the country and met
face to face the applicants, and I have information justi-
fying the belief that the questions asked were not for-
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mulae, but rather more in the nature of "what goods can
you deliver?" and "what goods have you delivered?"
Do not misunderstand me as underrating the knowledge
of formulae and of mathematical analysis, for it is all ab-
solutely essential to any high engineering success. But
I appeal to you for patience.. Do not accept the soft
snaps. Temper your steel in the fire of experience so that
you will be able when the time comes, and it will come as
soon as you are ready, to do the work of the experienced
engineer, and even do more and more difficult work than
he of today. Future times will make increasing heavier
demands in way of engineering problems. It is expected
of you to meet the exigencies, and you must not fail to
"deliver the goods". There has perhaps never been a
time more propitious for a young engineer to float his
craft. The people of the whole world are demanding en-
gineering services in an increasing degree. The air is
charged with opportunities. We are building canals and
extending railroads and steamship lines; tunneling the
rivers and mountains, and getting ready to navigate the
air. Irrigation projects are reclaiming in our own coun-
try arid lands to productive agriculture in areas larger
than this state of Indiana. Wireless telegraphy is link-
ing distant stations on the globe in a way not dreamed of
even ten years ago.
It has been said that the peoples of the earth are today
so well served by means of communication and transpor-
tation that the whole world could be governed from Wash-
ington with more ease than the thirteen original states
were governed when the capital was at Philadelphia. We
often hear the wail of the opportunist who dreams that
all great opportunities are matters of history. This cer-
tainly is gross error. Each period of time utilizes its op-
portunities; but history has shown that succeeding periods
evolve their own opportunities; relatively as great in
themselves as those of the preceding period, and present-
ing engineering problems immensely greater than their
predecessors.
My theory of political economy includes and centers in
the one principle, that labor,—industry,—is the sole key
to anything that is worth while; and any attempt to lay
aside the labor feature of a vocation robs it of much of its
happiness as well as of financial success.
I believe that civilized human beings find the largest
part of their happiness in work, and that the comforts of
leisure or idleness so often sought for are chimeras which
lead to degeneration and discomfort. That true engineer-
ing will remain.among the greatest of all vocations finds
strongest argument in that of necessity the engineer
must work. He recognizes the laws of conservation of
energy and matter, and that without work nothing worth
while will be achieved.
The engineer does not expect to realize a "perpetual
motion". He is not liable to speculate upon schemes of
"something for nothing".
So in conclusion; opportunity for the engineer exists
and will continue to exist to the end. Impatience will not
bring opportunity nearer, but industry will. You will be
called upon to deliver your share of the goods in due sea-
son. It is for you to deliver them promptly and by hon-
orable means.
After all, the business of engineering is only one among
the vocations of our times; and as with all other busi-
nesses, success is measured by individual character and
industry.
The social and political duties of the citizen must not
be neglected or evaded by the engineer; and finally the
whole question as to the fitness of the engineer is fairly
rounded out in the words of Shakespeare: "Be gentle,
and let the elements be so mixed that nature might stand
up and say to all the world: this was a man".
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REPORT OF THE 20T1 ANNUAL BUSINESS SESSION
Of the Rose Polytechnic Alumni Association,
THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1906.
THE meeting was called to o
rder at 4:30 P.M.
in the Free Hand Drawing room of the In-
stitute, with President John B. Peddle in the
chair.
The polls were immediately closed, and the
election committee retired to complete its report.
Upon motion of Mr. Condron, '90, the roll call
was postponed until the end of the meeting. The
motion carried by consent.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read
and approved.
The following financial report was submitted
by the Treasurer and accepted:
ALUMNI FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from former Treasurer 
Dues, 1905  $ 44.00
Dues, 1906  130.00
Total 
$ 63.59
174.00
$237.59
DISBURSEMENTS.
Election Committee
For 1905.
Postals and printing $ 14.90
Paper and Envelopes 1.10
Postage and Clerk 11.30
27.30
For 1906.
Postage 12 09
Punting 10.05
Clerk 500
$ '27.14
Total 54.44
Executive Committee
For 1905.
Postals and Printing 15.50
Postage 7.00
22.50
For 1906.
Postals and Printing 12.25
Postage and Clerk 5.75
18.00 40.50
Secretary
For 1905.
Printing  2.75
Scrap Book and Ledger  1.25
Reports of Annual Meeting  4.50
Postage  12.85
21.35
For 1906.
Coin Transmitters  4.50
Stamped Envelopes  10.60
Printing and Stationery  7.50
Telephone  .35
22.95
Permanent Ways and Means Committee.
Postage and Printing  4.25
Banquet Fund Deficiency 
Total 
Balance on Hand 
44.30
4.25
1.63
$145.12
$ 92.47
BANQUET FUND..
RECEIPTS.
Cash at Banquet   $187.20
From Alumni Fund to Cover Deficiency 1.63
 
 $16S.S3
• DISBURSEMENTS.
Head Waiter ... .. 1.00
Terre Haute House  161.30
Printing Menus  17.00
Music  9.00
Freight on Champagne  .58
$188.83
Mr. Burk, 06, moved that the Chair appoint a
committee of three to investigate the feasibility
of arranging for Mr. Turk, '07, to enter as a rep-
resentative of Rose in athletic contests with some
of the larger colleges, the committee to raise
sufficient funds to pay Mr. Turk's expenses.
Motion seconded by Mr. Folsom, '92. Mr. Con-
dron moved to amend by striking out all refer-
ence to Mr. Turk, and providing that the com-
mittee be appointed to solicit contributions to an
Alumni Athletic Fund, the fund to be adminis-
tered by the committee. The amendment was
seconded by Mr. Klinger, '96, and the amend-
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ment accepted by Mr. Burk and Mr. Folsom.
Thereupon the motion, as amended, was passed.
Mr. Foltz, '86, moved that the committee be
instructed to consult with Dr. Mees in the per-
formance of its duties, and the motion was taken
by consent. Thereupon the Chair appointed Mr.
Burk, '96; Mr. Riggs, '01 ; Mr. McMeans, '96,
and Mr. Carl Wischmeyer, '06, as the Committee
on Alumni Athletic Fund.
Upon motion of Mr. Folsom, '92, seconded by
Mr. Wilkin '86, a vote of thanks was extended to
Mr. Burk, '96, for his admirable address at the
Commencement exercises.
Mr. Condron, '91, seconded by Mr. Kessler,
'97, moved that the funds of the Alumni Athletic
Fund Committee be paid to and disbursed by the
Treasurer. Motion carried.
Mr. Condron started the subscription to the
Alumni Athletic Fund with a donation of $25.00.
Mr. Brownell, '86, after a very convincing ar-
gument in support of the provision of a fund by
the Association for aid of needy students, pre-
sented the following motion:
That a committee of three, composed of the Secretary,
a Terre Haute man, and one other, be appointed to pro-
vide a Students' Aid Fund, both by direct donation and
by arrangement with -alumni or others for loans, said
fund to be administered by the committee by loaning to
worthy students of at least one year's standing; all loans
to be at 6 per cent., only with consent of the President of
the Institute, and not to exceed $100.00 per year to any
one student.
Motion seconded by Mr. Aikman, '87.
Mr. McCormick, '91, moved to amend by strik-
ing out the words "not to exceed $100.00 per
year." The amendment was seconded by Mr.
Burk, '96, and carried. Thereupon the motion,
as amended, was carried, and the Chair appointed
Mr. McCormick, '91; Mr. Brownell, '86, and the
Secretary, as the Committee on Students' Aid
Fund of the Alumni Association.
Upon motion of Mr. Riggs, '01, seconded by
Mr. Condron, '91, the Secretary was instructed
to transmit to Mrs. Allyn Adams a vote of thanks
and some flowers as a mark of the appreciation
of the Association for her services in connection
with the Glee Club. Motion carried with it an
appropriation for the flowers, the amount being
left to the discretion of the Secretary.. Motion
carried.
Mr. Sallies, '86, moved that the song "Rah,
Rah for Rose, Boys, be reproduced in THE
TECHNIC, the cost, if any, to be borne by the
Association. Motion seconded by Mr. Brownell,
'86.
Mr. Condron moved to amend by leaving the
matter to the discretion of the President and Sec-
retary. The amendment was taken by consent,
and the motion, as amended, carried.
Mr. Arnold, '03, seconded by Mr. Foltz, '86,
moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Hugh McGibney
for his services in connection with the orchestra.
Mr. Landrum, '04, moved to amend by instruct-
ing the Secretary to accompany the letter of
thanks with a box of cigars. The amendment
was accepted, and the motion, as amended, car-
ried.
The report of the Election Committee was sub-
mitted and the following persons were declared
elected: President, William E. Burk, '96; Vice-
President, George M. Davis, '88; Alumni Repre-
sentative on Board of Managers, H. W. Foltz,
'86, to succeed himself.
Mr. Burk offered his resignation, and his elec-
tion was made unanimous upon motion of Mr.
Aikman, '87. Thereupon the meeting proceeded
as a Committee of the Whole, and Mr. Cormick,
'91, moved that the nominations for President
and Vice-President be by ballot. The motion
was seconded by Mr. Brownell, '86, and carried.
The nominations were as follows: A. J. Paige,
'02; Brownell, '86; McMeans, '96; Aikman, '87,
and Folsom, '92.
The nominations for Executive Committee were
Foltz, '86; Carr, '96; Riggs, '01; Landrum, '04,
and Folsom, '92. The nominations were closed,
and upon ballot Messrs. Riggs, Carr and Folsom,
having received the highest number of votes,
were declared elected.
Upon motion of Mr. Condron, '90, seconded by
Mr. Johonnott, '93, the Secretary was instructed
to cast the ballot of the Association electing the
class of 1906 to membership.
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The roll was called and the following men were
present:
Brownell, '86,
Foltz, '86,
Sames, '86,
Wilkin, '86,
Aikman, '87,
Peddle, '88,
Condron, '90,
McCormick, '91,
Bixby, '92,
Folsom, '92,
Hood; '93,
Johonnott, '93,
Burk, '96,
Carr, '96,
Klinger, W. J., '96,
McDargh, '96,
McMeans, '96,
Ridgely, '96,
Sanborn, '96,
Sinks, '96,
Wells, '96,
Am, '97,
Kessler, '97,
Kittredge, '99,
Insley, '00,
Riggs, '01,
Rochester, '01,
Schwartz, '01,
Cox, '02,
Paige, '02,
Arnold, '03,
Landrum, '04,
McCormick, '04,
Mullett, '04,
Noelke, '04,
Everson, '05,
Reed, '05,
Snider, '05.
The meeting then adjourned to the dinner in
the gymnasium.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR M. HOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer.
ALUMNI BANQUET.
At the close of the business meeting about 6:30
the fellows scattered on the campus into small
groups where, for over an hour the time was
pleasantly spent in going over old times. The
day was a beautiful one, and nothing could have
been nicer or more comfortable. At about 8:00.
o'clock we assembled in the gymnasium for the
20th annual dinner of the association. Places
were provided for one hundred, the tables being
arranged in the form of an "E", and when all
were seated it was found that there were but
seven vacant places. Mr. Peddle, President of
the Association and toast-master was flanked up-
on one side by Prof. Waldo, who was the guest
of honor, and on the other side by Dr. Mees,
members of the Board of Managers and Faculty
being seated on either side along the side of the
The innovation of a dinner in the gymnasium
instead of an elaborate banquet at the hotel was a
very pleasant one, and it is to be hoped that it will
become a custom. The gymnasium with its high
ceiling and many windows was much cooler than
the dining-room of a hotel. The menu was with-
out wines except the usual good champagne-
the gift of Hommel of '02. "Hommel's extra
dry" has become a feature of the annual dinners,
and one is always reminded by it of the story
told of Gen. Houston. It is said that the general
at one time was the guest of President Jackson in
the good old days when conversation at the Presi-
dent's table was probably less formal than now.
At this dinner champagne was served, and also
olives which were a new thing at that time. Near
the•close of the dinner President Jackson asked
Gen. Houston, who was familiar with neither,
how he was getting along. "Well, Mr. Presi-
dent", said Gen. Houston, "I like your cider
but damn your pickles."
Mr. Peddle evidently crams for days before a
banquet for he is full of good things to say in
introducing the various speakers. The responses
to the toasts were according to the program and
all were in good form. Prof. Waldo, he whom
we older men remember as one who could pound
mathematics into the dullest head, responded to
a surprise call in a very happy vein. The speak-
ers of the evening were Dr. C. L. Mees, Messrs.
W. C. Ball, N. H. Williams, H. G. Brownell, C.
M. Sarnes, H. J. McDargh, W. S. Hanley and E.
D. Kahlert.
The following is a list of those present :
Prof. C. A. Waldo, Dean of the Mathematical Depart-
ment of Purdue University; Messrs. W. C. Ball, George
M. Crane and W. S. Roney of the Board of Managers;
Dr. C. L. Mees, and Professors A. S. Hathaway, John
White, N. H. Williams and F. W. Bennett of the faculty
Brownell, '86,
Foltz, '86,
James, '86,
Wilkin, '86,
Aikman, '87,
Peddle, '88,
Condron, '90,
McCormick, '91,
Bixby, '92,
Folsom, '92,
Hood, '93,
Johonnott, '93,
Burr, '05
Everson, '05,
Daily, '05,
Hanley, '05,
Reed, '05,
Snider, '05,
Watson, '05,
Butler, 06,
Watson, '05,
Daily, '05,
Hanley, '05,
'Snider, '05,
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Burk, '96, Butler, '06,
Carr, '96, Cadden, '06,
Klinger, W. J. '96, Canfield, '06,
McDargh, '96, Curry, '06,
McMeans, '96 d'Amorim, '06,
Ridgley, '96, Delle, '06,
Sanborn, '96, Eastwood, '06,
Sinks, '96, Evans, '06,
Wells, '96, Freudenreich, '06,
Am, '97, Hatch, '06,
Kessler, '97, Hensgen, '06,
Freudenreich, '98, Jackson, '06,
Kittredge, '99, Johnson, '06,
Stone, '99, Kahlert, '06,
Meriwether, '00, Kelsall, '06;
Riggs, '01, Lawton, '06,
Rochester, '01, Lee, '06.
Schwartz, '01, McComb, '06,
Cox, '02, Modesitt, '06,
Paige, '02, Peck, '06,
Arnold, '03, Pote, '06,
Rumbley, '03, Rogers, '06,
Cory, '04, Rotz, '06,
Brannon, '04, Ryan, '06,
Garrettson, '04, Schauwecker, '06,
Landrum, '04, Thurman, '06,
McCormick, '04, White, '06,
Mullett, '04, Wilkins, '06,
Noelke, '04, Willien, '06,
Burr, '05, Wilms, '06,
Everson, '05, Wischmeyer, '06,
Reed, '05, Worthington, '06,
MEETING OF INDIANAPOLIS ALUMNI.
On the evening of May 31st almost all of the
Indianapolis Alumni met for dinner at 6:30, at
the English Hotel.
After the disposal of a satisfactory menu ad-
journment was had to the office of Foltz and the
evening spent in discussing the interests of the
Institute. It was unanimously the sentiment of
the meeting that the present management, and
Dr. Mees in particular, was to be congratulated
on its conduct of affairs of the Institute and that
the loyal support of all of those present could be
depended upon. The meeting was very pleasant,
and the universal sentiment was that in the fall
we would "do it again."
ALUMNI NOTES.
Lewis A. Snider, '05, with the Fairbanks-
Morse Manufacturing Co., has been transferred
from Beloit, Wis., to Indianapolis. His position
is District Erector.
T. L. Lee, Jr., formerly of the Class of '07,
has gone with the Hall Signal Co., of Garwood,
New Jersey.
Mr. Richard Meriwether, '96, has just been
appointed Superintendent of the Louisville &
Eastern Railway. Mr. Meriwether has been
superintendent of wires for the Louisville Rail-
way Co., and he leaves this concern much to the
regret of his employers, who realize that they are
losing a most efficient member of their force.
Mr. W. Ellis Ford, '98, sailed for the Philip-
pines on April 29 from Seattle. If the climate
agrees with him, he expects to be gone three or
four years. He will be engaged in building rail-
roads for the Cherokee Construction Co. Mr.
Ford's address will be care of J. G. White & Co.,
P. I. R. R. Corn., Manila, P. I.
Mr. W. E. Johnson, '05, spent a day in Terre
Haute early in May, while on his trip home from
Schenectady for a vacation. Mr. Johnson re-
ports good things about the alumni connected
with the General Electric Company.
THE ROSE TECHNIC.
COMMENCEMENT.
THE exercises of the twenty-second Com-mencement at Rose were held in the gyna-
sium on the forenoon of Thursday, June 7th.
After a bright musical selection by the orchestra,
prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr. McCoy, fol-
lowed by a song by the Glee Club. The Alumni
orator, Mr. W. E. Burk, '96, was introduced by
Dr. Mees in a few appropriate words, and his
able address was attentively listened to and
heartily applauded. At its close Mr. Burk's
classmates present, to the number of eight, rose
and gave their class yell with rousing enthusi-
asm. After another selection by the orchestra,
the audience listened to Prof. Waldo's excellent
address on "Some Results of Technical Educa-
tion," which is printed in full elsewhere in this
issue. Mr. W. C. Ball, as President of the Board
of Managers, before presenting the diplomas to
the members of the graduating class, spoke to
them as follows:
"The time will come, young gentlemen, when
you will look back upon the four years spent at
Rose as the world looks back on an exceptional
era as the Golden Age. Your work here, if hard,
was congenial. And work, the kind that tests
the temper of one's mettle, is pleasant in the
retrospect, and in prospect, too, for that matter.
Life's currents ran strong in your young veins.
Friendships were formed that will endure. Per-
haps the strongest friendships of life, save only
those resting on near blood relationship, you will
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find those based on the four years of college life.
Each one now has bound up in the book of mem-
ory multiplied scores of incidents and intimacies
that you could not forget if you would and would
not forget if you could.
This is your last day together at Rose as a
class. Nay more, it is the last hour of the lait
day. From this hall you go your several ways
never to come together in as full number as you
are today. But you carry away memories that
will become more precious to you with the flight
of time.
"Graduating exercises," these are sometimes
called. At the close of a four years' prescribed
course, which your presence here shows you
have completed creditably, you are admitted to
honorable standing as graduates of Rose Poly-
tehnic Institute, visible and tangible evidence of
which I shall have the pleasure presently of pre-
senting to each of you in the form of a diploma.
" Commencement " is another name for these
exercises. Originally the new school year began
with the graduating exercises of the class that
had finished its course. But the word has a
larger and fuller significance under existing con-
ditions. You close your course as students at
Rose today. Your commencement of an entirely
new phase of life dates from today. Heretofore
you have been learning how to do things. Here-
after you are to do things. Heretofore the most
of you have been supported wholly or in part by
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parents or relatives, or have discounted the fu-
ture while obtaining your educations. Hereaf-
ter you will take pride and pleasure in not only
caring for yourselves, but also in squaring up the
innumerable obligations that twenty years more
or less sheltered life have incurred, and in plac-
ing your successors under obligations to you sim-
ilar to or greater that those under which your
predecessors placed you.
Rose has done for you all that a cherishing
mother could do. Her faculty labored with you.
Their efforts have not always been appreciated
at the time. Maybe even now they are not.
But faithful teachers who have done their duty,
and most resolutely when it was most disagree-
able, have only to wait for appreciation, which
will be the heartier the longer delayed.
Rose has a right to expect something worthy
in the way of professional careers and in citizen-
ship from you young men of the class of J906.
To whom much is given, from him much will be
required, is good Scripture and sound sense.
Your parents, your own energy and brains and
this Institute, its faculty and equipment, all
working together, have placed you in exception-
ally advantageous positions for commencing life's
work. Dating your births as men from today,
you are Aristocrats. Now there are various
kinds of aristocrats: only one of any account to
my thinking. A particularly obnoxious kind of
aristocrat is he who, because of real or fancied
superiority in health, wealth, strength, intelli-
gence and education, demands special privileges
and handicaps in the race of life, exactly revers-
ing the rules of placing handicaps in athletics of
colleges. The Aristocracy of Usefulness is of
the right sort. Enroll yourselves in that. You
commence life under exceptionally favorable cir-
cumstances; therefore you owe the world excep-
tional returns in general usefulness.
He whose honored name this school bears died
before any member of this class was born.
Realizing that the world needed specially trained
men, in his own career, that many men were
seriously handicapped in the race of life by lack
of the very education which this Institute now
supplies, he established and endowed it and
started it on its career. Out of the multiplied
thousands of young men over the country who
would have been benefitted by the education you
have received you were the chosen few. Others
could not take the course. Stern necessity de-
manded that they should prematurely become
bread winners. Still others, more's the pity for
them, lacked the capacity an I courage, or the
ambition. Fortune favored you. Mayhap some
of you, and it is greatly to your credit, forced
her to do your bidding. I am not disposed to
minimize the credit due to any young man who,
under even the most favorable auspices, completes
a college course, especially one as exacting as the
one at Rose. It means mental and physical ca-
pacity, patience, endurance, perseverance, self-
denial and the courage of continued application.
Still higher praise belongs to one who, under ad-
verse material circumstances, as often happens,
completes the course. But after all allowance
for the credit attaching to the individual, the fact
remains that you are indebted in a very material
way to Chauncey Rose for your education. And
the first rule of conduct for a member of the
Aristocracy of Usefulness is to pay his debts.
Fortunately you can pay your debt to him and
this Institute to the uttermost farthing by realiz-
ing his hopes in establishing it. He aimed, as
far as he could, to supply a work-a-day world,
which he really cared for as a man of large heart
and-sound brain, with a better trained and higher
type of man, to the end that its work might be
better done. Incidental to and a material part
of this, was the lifting to higher thought and ac-
tivity an increasing number of young men each
year and for all years. Moreover, and this is
most important of all, he expected the graduates
of the school bearing his name, trained as he ex-
pected they should be in the exact sciences, to be
men of good characters—upright, just and hon-
est—good citizens in every sense of the word.
Now all this each one of you can be and ought
to be. Any Rose man who does whatever work
his head and hands may find to do to the best of
his ability and holds fast to honor in his relations
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to men as individuals, and especially in his rela-
tions to them in their collective capacity as a
community, will pay his debt to the founder of
this school.
It is a fair old world, young gendemen, that
you are entering as full-fledged members. It has
been much abused and really there are, to Illy
thinking, a good many things that need correct-
ing. Your young shoulders are needed at the
hubs to lift it out of the mire. With your help,
mayhap, we can get out of some of the worst
ruts. The wagon, to call it that, is heavily
loaded with all the richest treasures of all the
centuries, and so is worth safeguarding. You
are each one of you trillionaires this very minute.
The best thoughts of the wisest and wittiest
heads, the choicest work of the deftest wizards of
all the ages, are in the wagon in the form of
books, pictures, statues, music, and manifold in-
ventions for making life easier and more com-
fortable. Everything in the wagon belongs to
each of you, and it should be the laudable ambi-
tion of each of you to make some worthy contri-
bution to its load. Just as you are you can share in
the highest spiritual life of humanity, and even in
this material age that is nine-tenths of life. So,
whatever you do, don't mope or whine as though
you were paupers, for you' re not. You are heirs of
all the ages, rich beyond the dreams of avarice.
Quicken your wits. Keep stout hearts. Do your
duty, day by day, as it presents itself, to the best
of your ability, and be content, remembering
that things without remedy should be without
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regard. I will not ask you to remember your
Alma Mater. You never can forget Her. And
now, Farewell : and may God be with you till
we meet again.'''
The Heminway gold medal for the best work
throughout the college course was awarded to
Carl Wischmeyer, of Louisville, and the bronze
replica for the highest standing in the Freshman
work went to James A. Shepard, of Deming, New
Mexico. The following men received honorable
mention for the work of the year:
In the Senior class - Ernest D. Kahlert, of
Louisville, Ky., and Robert B. Evans, of Ox-
ford.
In the Junior class—Erwin J. Miner, of Louis-
ville, Ky.; Russell S. Sage, Terre Haute; Paul
R Wickliffe, Greenville, Ky.; Morris Meyers,
Louisville, Ky.; Chas. Scharpenberg, Girard, Ill.
William R. Plew, Palestine, Ill.
In the Sophomore class—Carl B. Andrews,
Honolulu, T. H., and Herbert D. Orth, Terre
Haute.
In the Freshman class—Edward M. Brennan,
Indianapolis; Wm. H. Brannon, Jr., Owensboro,
Ky ; Frank K. Wanner, Louisville, Ky., Clar-
ence W. Sproul], Ansonia, 0.; Richard L. Smith,
Whittier, Cal.; Glenn M. Curry, Terre Haute.
After the benediction and a selection by the
orchestra, congratulations were showered upon
the new graduates and the winners of honors,
and the Class of 1905 were formally without the
ranks of the undergraduates of Rose.
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YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
The last meeting of the Association for the
college year was held on Friday evening, May
25. A social, combined with an appropriate
farewell meeting, made the evening a very enjoy-
able one.
The following is a condensed summary of the
year's work: During the Fall campaign for
new students a religious census was taken, show-
ing that out of the 229 students enrolled 38%
were members of Evangelical churches, 27%
were adherents of Evangelical churches, 11%
were Catholics, and 24% had no preference or
did not report. During the year 53 men became
members of the Association, 31 being active
members and 22 associate. There were 33 regu-
lar meetings during the year, with an average
attendance of 19. Thirty-four different men en-
rolled in the Bible study work, 27 of whom con-
tinued two months or more. The budget of ex-
penses for the year was $612.20. The Associa-
tion feels under obligations to the faculty, alum-
ni and students who have co-operated so heartily
and thus made possible the results of the work
undertaken.
Mr. Charles D. Hurrey and Mr. V. W. Helm,
of the International Committee of the Young
Men's Christian Association, visited Rose this
year, both of whom spoke before general assem-
blies of the student body. A. W. Houson, State
Student Secretary, and Neil McMillan, General
Secretary of the Association at the University of
Illinois, also made visits to Rose. The Associa-
tion, too, was quite fortunate, too, in securing
Mr. C. W. Tinsley, of the Centenary Church, to
give a series of talks on Bible history and inter-
pretation. The talks were practical and helpful,
and very much appreciated. Besides the above
men, members of the faculty gave very inspiring
talks at different times during the year. Socials
were given at various times during the year with
an average attendance of 55 men. This outline
helps to indicate the work undertaken, and to
show a deeper interest of the men in the work
accomplished.
At the last regular cabinet meeting of the year
a conference was held on the new student work
for next Fall and arragements made for the open-
ing of the Fall Campaign. The Handbook for
next year is about ready for the press, and will
be published during the Summer vacation.
THE MODULUS.
The Modulus of '07 made its appearance ac-
cording to promise on Saturday, June 211d, though
the bulk of the edition was not in the hands of
the managers tiwil a few days later. We find
within its covers the usual statements of the ori-
gin, history and aims of Rose, with biographies
of the members of the Faculty. The four classes
are given separate write-ups, and the portraits of
the members of each class, attractively grouped,
accompany the account of its doings. Harry
Dickinson seems to have been considered as in a
class by himself, a page being devoted to his im-
mortalization. Under the head of "Organiza-
tions," accounts of athletic events and records
are given, together with many illustrations; the
different student associations, with the exception
of THE TECHNIC, are all noted with brief write-
tips; the fraternal organizations are represented,
portraits and membership lists being given.
Several pages are devoted to an account of the
dramatic activities of the Glee Club. Naturally
the Faculty comes in for a write-up. The brief
descriptions of the various undergraduates consti-
tute a pleasing innovation; they are cleverly
written and generally strike home.
The Modulus staff is to be heartily congratu-
lated on its success in endeavoring to produce a
volume equal to the standard of any of its prede-
cessors. Indeed, we think that they have raised
the standard somewhat. The book gives more
of the impression of a school work than some of
the former Moduli, which sometimes appeared to
be class productions rather than of the school as
a whole. The literary part of it makes enjoy-
able reading; the illustrations are all good, and
there are many of them; Mr. Sage especially de-
serves to be complimented on both the quantity
and character of his art work. The book is bound
in half sheep, which gives it an attractive exte-
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nor; the typograpical work and the paper are
excellent. It is a great credit to those who had
a hand in its production and to our school.
THE SENIOR RECEPTION.
On the evening of Wednesday, June 6th, the
Faculty and the Board of Managers of the Insti-
tute tendered an elaborate reception and dance to
the members of the graduating class. Among
the three hundred or more guests present were
many alumni. The gynasium was illuminated
from the center of the hall, in addition to arc
lights, and the word ROSE appeared in letters
of incandescent bulbs on the west wall. The
pennants won in the track meets of 1905 and
1906 decorated the west wall, and cup won at
the Kentucky State Meet in May was on view.
The Glee Club sang a couple of selections from
Pinafore, which were well received, and when
the hours had grown small the guests separated
after an evening enjoyed by all.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
At a meeting called for the purpose on June
1st. the following men were elected as officers for
the coming year:
F. H. Cash, Jr., President.
Chas. Scharpenberg, Senior Councilman.
J. E. Phillips, Junior Councilman.
J. F. Robbins, Secretary-Treasurer.
Mr. Cash has abundance of enthusiasm for the
Society, and intends that the good work of Mr.
Delle shall not come to naught for lack of some
one to urge its importance and to carry it on.
Herbert Piggott and Roy Tyler have been ini-
tiated into the V. Q V. fraternity, and Carl B.
Andrews into the Sigma Nu.
At a meeting held on June 3rd, the following
gentlemen were elected officers of the Glee Club
for the year 1906-07 :
H. M. Shickel, President.
Wm. C. Knopf, Vice-President.
Emil J. Fischer, Secretary-Treasurer.
The Camera Club held a meeting on Friday,
May 25th, for the purpose of electing officers for
the ensuing year. The result was as follows:
Chas. Sharpenberg, President.
Thomas E. Routledge, Vice-President.
J. L. Loucks, Secretary-Treasurer.
These men have all taken active part in the
affairs of the club the past year, and with the
new dark room and apparatus the coming year
will no doubt be an interesting one for the mem-
bers.
REPORT OF ROOTERS' CLUB.
CREDIT.
From sale of pins,  $'21.50
Balance from 1904-'05, 35
$21.85
DEBIT.
Cash for pins, $ 8  00
For streamers, etc., for "College Widow," 2.00
Balance on hand, $11  85
All members of the athletic teams were pro-
vided with pins free. There being now twenty-
five pins on hand, pins and cash were turned over
to Registrar.
Respectfully submitted,
A. W. WORTHINGTON, Treas.
At a recent meeting of the Orchestra, the fol-
lowing officers for the following year were
elected:
0. L. Stock, President.
Harry B. Hammond, Vice-President.
Frank K. Wanner, Secretary-Treasurer.
OBITUARY.
Frank B. Glover, of the Class of 1908, died of
consumption at Urbana, Ill., on May 25th. He
had been ill since November, 1905, having been
taken down with typhoid fever at that time. He
was popular with his classmates, and his absence
%yin be keenly felt by them.
The funeral was held at Crawfordsville, Ind.,
on May 26th. Suitable floral remembrances were
sent by the student body, Class of 1908, and the
P. I. E. S., of which society Mr. Glover had
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been a member. Messrs. Peck, Butler, Wilms,
Wickersham, Kelly, Stock, and McBride, '05,
attended the funeral on behalf of this organiza-
tion.
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE STUDENT
BODY.
WHEREAS, We have been deprived by death
of our fellow-student and friend, Frank B.
Glover, of the Class of 1908,
Resolved, That we, the Student Body of the
Rose Polytechnic Institute, express our sorrow
and sympathy to the bereaved family; and,
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon the records of the Council, and that copies
be sent to the family and to THE ROSE TECHNIC
for publication.
PECK, President.
RESOLUTIONS OF THE SOPHOMORE CLASS.
WHEREAS, We have been deprived by death
of our friend and classmate, Frank Bond Glover,
be it
Resolved, The Class of Nineteen Hundred
Eight, du take this means of expressing our feel-
ings and of extending our heartfelt sympathy to
the bereaved family. Be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
forwarded to the family of our deceased class-
mate, and also a copy be given to THE ROSE
TECHNIC for publication.
CAE", B ANDREWS,
E. J. FISCHER,
F. H. Rums,
Committee.
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L VMS
WABASH 2; ROSE 1.
On Saturday, May 19, Rose was defeated by
Wabash at Crawfordsville by a score of 2 to 1.
The game was played in the morning and the
weather was ideal for base ball.
The defeat was due neither to poor playing by
Rose nor to the brilliaut work of Wabash. Ru-
bush, the Wabash pitcher, was hit freely as seen
by the score, while Douthett pitched winning ball.
Rose scored in the first inning on a single by
Douthett and a two bagger by Heidenger. Wa-
bash also made one in their half and in the third
they made their second score. Then things were
practically one, two, three for both sides until the
ninth when Miner and Douthett each got a hit.
Then with nobody out, Heidenger made what
looked like a two bagger but after a hard run
Myers caught it much to the joy of the fans.
Then with one out, and two men on bases Freu-
denreich knocked a low fly to first, Coen making
a double play unassisted by catching Douthett
off the sack.
SUMMARY.
ROSE. A. B. R. H. P 0. A. E.
Baylor, 3 b., 4 0 1 0 0 1
Miner, c. f., . . 8 0 1 2 1 0
Douthett, p., 4 1 2 2 10 0
Heidenger, s. a, 4 0 1 1 4 0
Freudetireich, 1 b., . 4 0 2 10 1 0
Frisz, r. f, 3 0 1 0 0 0
Shickel, 2 b., 1 0 0 3 1 0
Whitlock, 1. f., 0 0 1 0 0
Mooney, c , 
Totals, 
3
29
0
1
0
8 24
0
17
0
1
WABASH. A. B R. H P. 0 A. E.
Harp, c., 3 1 0 5 1 0
Hubbart, 1 b., • 1 0 0 3 0 0
Diddle, c. f., . . . 4 0 1 3 0 0
Adams. r. f., 2 1 1 2 2 0
Boulton, '2 b , 3 0 0 3 0 0
Coen, 1 b., 3 b , 3 0 0 9 0 2
Myers, 1 f , 2 0 0 1 0 0
Lantz, s.. s , 3 0 0 1 0 0
Rubush, p. . . 3 0 1 0 7 0
Thom, 3b., 
Totals, 
3
27
0
2
0
3
0
27
0
10
0
2
Earned runs—Wabash, 0; Rose, 1.
Two-base hits—Heidenger, Rubush, Adams.
Base on balls—Off Rubush, 1; off Douthett, 4.
Struck out—By Rubush, 3; by Douthett, 5.
Left on bases—Wabash, 4; Rose, 3.
Passed balls—Mooney.
Time-1:30.
Umpire—Jones, of Wabash.
I. S. N. 2 ; ROSE 3.
For the second time of the season, Rose de-
feated I. S. N. Two pitchers were used by Nor-
mal and neither was very effective at critical times
while for Rose, Douthett pitched a good game,
striking out fifteen men.
Normal's runs came in the eighth when Cauble
who was first up, flied out to second. Reece was
safe at first on the third strike, later stealing sec-
ond. Mitchell walked. Schockel then sent one
to deep left for three bases, scoring Reece and
Mitchell. Here Douthett saved the game by strik-
ing out the Cummins brothers, retiring the side.
Rose got her first run in the first as result of a
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hit by Baylor, sacrifice by Miner and a hit by
Heidenger. The second score came in the fifth
as the result of three errors and the last count
was in the eighth, Baylor scoring on Heidenger's
hit.
SUMMARY.
ROSE. A. B. R. H P.O. A. E.
Baylor, 3 b., . 4 2 3 1 1 0
Miner, c f , 4 0 0 1 0 0
Douthett, p., 3 0 0 2 3 0
Heidenger, s. s., . . . . 4 0 2 0 0 0
Freudenteich, 1 b., . 4 0 0 7 0 0
Frisz, r. f., 4 1 1 0 0 0
Shickel, 2 b, 3 0 1 4 1 0
Whitlock, 1. f. . 4 0 1 0 0 0
Mooney, c , 
Totals 
4
34
0
3
0
8
12
27
3
8
0
0
NORMAL. A. B. R. H. P. 0. A. E.
Cauble, c. 4 0 1 1 1 0
Reece, 2 b, 4 1 0 3 2 1
B. Mitchell, 1. f, 3 1 1 1 1 1
Shockel, c, 4 0 2 5 0 0
H. Cummins, p. and r. f., 3 0 1 2 7 1
R. Cummins, s. s., . . . 4 0 0 0 1 1
Cook, 3 b., 4 0 0 1 3 1
Meyers, 1 b., 3 0 0 12 1 1
Cavanaugh, p. and r. f.,  3 0 0 2 0 0
Totals, 32 2 5 27 18 6
Earned runs—I. S. N., 0; Rose, 3.
Three-base hit—Heidenger.
Two-base hit—Schockel.
Base on balls—Off Cavanaugh, 2; off Douthett, 4.
Struck out—By Cavanaugh, 2; by Cummins, 1; by
Douthett, 14.
Passed balls —Mooney.
Time-1:45.
Umpire—Jones, of Wabash.
E. I. S. N., 2; ROSE, 4.
The E. I. S. N.-Rose game at Charleston, May
26, was featureless, except for the pitcher's
work, Tarble striking out ten men, allowing
seven hits and giving two bases, being a little
outclassed by Douthett, who struck out sixteen
men, allowed only two hits and giving nobody a
pass to first.
Normal's two runs came in the second and
eighth. Donhost was out, Douthett to Freu-
denreich. Gore was safe on Shickle's error, and
stole second. Gaston struck out, but was safe
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at first on the third strike being a passed ball,
and Gore counted on a slow one to second. In
the eighth inning, another score resulted from
Vaughn's being hit by a pitched ball, a stolen
base and a wild throw. Rose made one in the
third on a hit, a sacrifice and a hit; two in the
eighth on a hit, an error, a hit and an error in
succession, and the fourth in the last inning.
Score:
SUMMARY.
ROSE. A. B. R. H. P.O. A. E.
Baylor, 3 b., . 5 0 2 0 0 0
Miner, c f , 3 1 1 0 0 0
Douthett, p., 2 1 1 1 6 0
Heidenger, s. s., . 3 1 1 1 1 0
Freudenreich, 1 b., 4 0 1 13 0 0
Shickel, 2 b., 4 0 0 2 1 1
Schmidt, c , . ... . 4 0 1 10 5 1
Whitlock, I. f.,  4 1 0 0 0 0
Piggott, r. f.,
Totals, 
 3
32
0
_
4
0
7
0
27
1
14
0
2
E. I. S. N. A. B. R. M. P.O. A. E.
Bradford, 2 b., 
  4 0 1 2 3 0
G. Tarble, c,  4 0 0 11 2 0
Vaughn, 3 b  3 1 1 0 1 2
N. Tarble, p,  4 0 0 1 5 1
Ivy, s s ,  4 0 0 0 5 0
Donhost, 1 b., 4 0 0 12 0 0
Gore, I. f.,  3 1 0 0 0 0
Gaston, c. f.,  3 0 0 1 0 0
Margason, r f,  3 0 0 0 0 1
Totals,  32 2 2 27 16 4
Earned runs—Rose, 2; E I. S. N., 0.
Two-base hits—Schmidt.
Base on balls—Tarble, 2.
Struck out—By Douthett, 18; by Tarble, 10.
Left on bases--Rose, 7; E. I. S. N , 4
Passed balls—Schmidt, 3; Tarble, 1.
Hit by pitcher--Vaughn, Piggott.
Time-1 hour, 30 minutes.
Umpire--Nields, K. I. T. League.
DEPAUW, 1; ROSE, 3.
DePauw lost her second game, on the Campus,
by a score of 3 to 1. Douthett held the visitors
down to one hit and certainly deserves most of
the credit for the victory. The Methodist run
was a gift. Jewett was safe at first on Baylor's
error, and Renick also reached first on Shickel's
error, Jewett landing on second, Rawles was given
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a base on balls, and after Douglass struck out
Wiley was given a pass, forcing in the only run.
The next two up were easy outs. Poly counted
when, with Baylor on third, Douthett bunted,
Baylor scoring. Whitlock landed on second on
a hit during the fifth and scored later on
Baylor's hit to left. The last run was the result
of two errors and a stolen base.
SUMMARY.
ROSE. A B. R. H. P. O. A. B.
Baylor, 3 b , 1 1 0 0 '2
Miner, c. f., . . ...... 0 0 2 0 0
Douthett, p., 3 0 1 1 0 0
Heidenger, s. s., . . 8 0 1 2 2 1
Preudenreich, 1 b., 4 0 0 8 1 0
Frisz, r. f., 4 0 0 0 0 0
Shickel, 2 b., 8 0 0 0 4 1
Whitlock, 1. f., 8 2 1 1 0 0
Mooney, c , 2 0 1 18 1 0
_
Totals, 28 8 5 '27 8 4
DEPAUW. AB. R. H . I' 0. A. 5.
Allen, 3 b , 4 0 1 1 2 1
Tucker, s s., 4 0 0 2 1
Shirley, c. f, 4 0 0 0
Plank, 2 b , 4 0 0 6 0 0
Jewett, c., . . . 4 1 0 4 1 1
Renick, 1 b., 4 0 • .0 10 0 0
Rawles, r. f., 2 0. 0 0 0
Douglass, 1. f, 3 0 0 1 0 0
Wyley, p., 
Totals, 
2
31
0
1
0
1
0
24
3
13
0
3
Base on balls—By Douthett, 2; by Wyley, 2.
Struck out—By Wyley, 5; by Douthett, 14.
Hit by pitcher—Mooney.
Two-base hit—Whitlock.
Sacrifice hits—Miner, Douthett.
Double play—Shickel to Heidenger to Freudenreich.
Stolen bases—Heidenger, Whitlock.
Passed balls—Jewett, Mooney.
Left on bases—DePauw, 5; Rose, 4.
Umpire—Cummins.
Time-1:27.
Attendance-415.
ROSE, 3 ; I. S. N., O.
Rose Poly won her third game from the Indi-
ana State Normal, closing the season with a vic-
tory. Though "the first two games were luck,
pure and simple, and Poly can't have all the
luck," still the game was won, and without the
presence of the so-called "luck."
Both Douthett and Mitchell pitched good ball,
Douthett having a shade the better of it.
There was nothing but blanks in the first, and
in the next inning, after Freudenreich was out on
a high fly, Frisz was given a pass, and scored on
a three-base hit to right by Shekel, who in turn
counted on Whitlock's single Mooney and
Baylor were out at first. Normal had men on
second and third in their half of the fourth, but
could not bring them in. In Rose Poly's half,
Frisz was hit by Mitchell, stole second, then
went to third, and in the attempt to catch him,
Shockel threw wild, Frisz scoring.
SUMMARY.
ROSE. A. B. R. H. P. 0. A. E.
Baylor, 3 b., . . 4 0 0 1 1 3
Miner, c. f., . . 4 0 1 '2 0 0
Douthett, p., . . 4 0 0 1 1 0
Heidenger, s. s., . . 3 0 0 0 4 1
Freudenreich, 1 b., 4 0 2 9 0 0
Frisz, r. f., 1 '2 0 0 0 0
Shickel, 2 b . , 3 1 1 0 1 0
Whitlock, 1, f., 3 0 1 3 0 0
Mooney, c., . . . 3 0 0 11 0 0
_
Totals. 29 3 5 27 7 4
NORMAL. A. B. R. H. P. 0. A. E.
Cauble, c. f., 8 0 0 1 U 0
Cook, 3 b., 4 0 0 2 3 1
B. Mitchell, p., 4 0 0 0 0 0
Shockel, c , 4 0 1 6 1 0
H. Cummins, 1 b, . 4 0 1. 8 0 1
Reece, 2 b , 4 0 0 2 0 0
R. Cummins, s. s., . 4 0 0 1 5 0
Cavanaugh, I. f., . . 3 0 0 3 0 0
C. Mitchell, r. f., 3 0 0 1 0 0
Totals,  83 0 2 •24 9 2
Three-base hit—Shickel.
Bases on balls—Off Douthett, 1; off Mitchell, 1.
Left on bases—Rose, 5; Normal, 6.
Hit by pitcher—Frisz (2).
Passed ball—Mooney.
Struck out—By Douthett, 12; by Mitchell, 6.
Stolen bases —Cauble, H. Cummins, Reece (2), Miner,
Frisz (2).
First base on errors—Cauble, H. Cummins, Reece (2),
Douthett, Heidenger.
Time of game-1:30.
Attendance-325.
Umpire—Manners.
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THE NORMAL MEET.
The dual field meet, held at Parsons Field on
May 26th, in the'absence of Turk, resulted in a
victory for the Normal athletes. the score being
69 to 48. Modesitt easily took first place in both
the high and low hurdles, with Willien a close
second in the high. Wischmeyer was in his
usual form in the high jump and took the first
place without difficulty. Willien and Lee out-
distanced all competitors in the pole vault at 9
ft. 4 in., Lee withdrawing at that point, and
Willien going two inches higher. Darst found
no equal among the hammer throwers, though
the Normal took both second and third places.
Smith succeeded in throwing the discus to the
greatest distance, with Jackson third.
In Gates the Normal has a fine long distance
runner, he finishing the mile in a spectacular
100-yd. sprint, which brought applause from all
present.
The attendance was rather small, but enthusi-
asm was show at each event.
SUMMARY EVENTS.
100-yd. Dash-1, Benham, N.; 2, Lee, R.. 3, Bowman, N.
Time, 10; secs.
Pole Vault-1, Willien, R.; 2, Lee, R ; 3, Stantz, N.
Height, 9 ft. 6 in.
120-yd Hurdle-1, Modesitt, R.; 2, Willien, R; 3, Stantz,
N.. Time, 18i secs.
Half mile Run-1, Gates, N.; 2, Coleman, N.; 3, Lee, R.
Time 2 min. 8 secs.
Broad Jump-1, Dunham, N.: 2, Wischmeyer, R.; 3.
Childress, N. Distance; 20 ft. in.
Discus Hurl-1, Smith, R.; 2, Speaker, N.; 3, Jackson,
R. Distance, 97 ft. 4 in.
220-yd. Dash-1, Benham, N.; 2, Bowman, N.; 3, Wil-
lien, R. Time, 26; secs.
Mile Run-1, Gates, N.; '2, Cauble, N.; 3, McKeehan, N.
Time, 5 min. 20; secs.
220-yd. Hurdles-1, Modesitt, R.; 2, Stantz, N.; 3. Wil-
lien, R. Time, 31 secs.
440-yd. Dash-1, Bowman, N.; 2, Benham, N.; 3, Smith,
R. Time, 5,“ secs.
Running High Jump-1, Wischmeyer, R.; 2, Childress,
N.; 3, Eastwood, R. Height, 5 ft., 4 in.
Shot Put-1, Evans, N.; 2, Cissna, N.; 3, Ratts, N. Dis-
tance, 31 ft. 41 in.
Hammer Throw-1, Darst, R.; 2, Evans, N ; 3, Cissna,
N. Distance, 111 ft. 7 in.
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In. the State Field Meet, held at Lafayette
May 26., there were entered teams from Indiana,
Purdue, DePauw, Wabash and Notre Dame, and
one man, Turk, represented Rose. Turk was en.
tered in three events -100-yard dash, 220-yard
dash and broad jump, and easily took first place
in each, bringing third place to Rose and mak-
ing ftir himself first place in individual points.
FACULTY 15; SENIORS 12.
On Wednesday afternoon, June 6, a team of
ball players representing the faculty pitted them-
selves against the Seniors for the purpose of de-
monstrating a few of the fine points of base ball.
For the faculty, the work of Doctor White in
left field deserves special mention : three times
did he place himself in the way of high flies and
often did he sprint for those that he could not
reach. The battery for the faculty was Williams
and Clement but was changed later to Clement
and Williams while for the Seniors, Thurman and
Cadden did the work for the entire game of three
innings. The pitchers were effective at critical
times as shown by the score and the victory was
probably due to the agreement entered into pre-
vious to the game, viz., "That the Senior who
should in any way cause the winning run, to be
scored for his team, should be immediately and
unconditionally expelled from the Institute."
Baskets, tennis net, wheel barrows and stools
were introduced for the convenience of the play-
ers and after the first inning, ice cream was ser-
ved at second base to those that were fortunate
enough to get that far. Quite an improvement
in the playing of the faculty team was noticed
after refreshments were brought on the field.
FACULTY
Williams 
POSITIONS SENIORS
Clement  
catcher Cadden
Hathaway  
pitcher   Thurman
1st base Wilms
Mont 2nd base 
Johonnott . . Ryan
Greenleaf 
short stop.
3rd base. . . . . A. Lee
White  left field Worthington
Goetzinger center field 
right 
ieldDelle
Peddle   Lawton
Umpire -Mooney Cream Server-Rotz
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SUMMARY OF THE YEAR'S ATHLETICS.
FOOT BALL
Depauw  0 Rose.
E. I. S. N  0
Washington U. • • 0
Jas. Millikin U. • . 6
Butler  0
E. I. S. N. . . .  • 0
Franklin  0
Culver  11
Earlham  12
Armour Ins . .  0
Wabash
Indiana.
Hanover. 
I. S. N
Hanover. 
. 5 at Greencastle
. 27 " Terre Haute
. 0 " St. Louis
. 17 " Terre Haute
2 " " " forfeit
. 22 " Charleston
. 56 "
. 6 " Culver
. 18 " Richmond
. 6 " Chicago
BASKET BALL
 52
 45
19
 11
80
New Albany YMCA. 19
Depauw.  24
Indiana 21
Earlham 16
Wabash 26
Depauw 23
I. S. N.  20
Rose. . 11 at Crawfordsville
. 23 'Bloomington
. 42 "Terre Haute
. 27 "I. S. N.
. 38 "Hanover
. 81 "New Albany
. 88 " Greencastle
. 80 "Terre Haute
. 51 "
. 24 "
. 87
• 
 "
25 "
66
44
TRACK
APRIL 18—Handicap Indoor Meet,—Rose 72; Y. M. C. A.
24; Brazil High School 9.
MAY 6—At Louisville—Rose 54; Kentucky State 80.
MAY 11—Wabash 68; Rose 46.
MAY 19—I. C. A. L. Meet at Earlham—Rose 42; Wabash
80; Earlham 80; Normal 14.
MAY 26—I. S. N. 69; Rose 48.
MAY 26—State Meet—Indiana 46; Purdue 89; Rose 15'
Wabash 11; Notre Dame 11; Depauw 8.
BASE BALL
I. S. N  1
Indiana  4
 5
Wabash  9
Rose. .
44
.2
.6
.0
• . . 1
at Athletic Park
" Terre Haute
" Bloomington
" Terre Haute
Armour Ins. • 0
Notre Dame  14
Depauw  5
Wabash  2
I. S N  2
E I. S. N. . 2
Depauw  1
I. S. N  0
. 2 at Chicago
. 6 " Notre Dame
. 9 " Greencastle
1 " Crawfordsville
3 " Parson's Field
• 4 " Charleston
. 3 " Terre Haute
3
FIELDING AVERAGES
GAMES CHANCES ACCEPTED
Mooney . . . 11 122 121
Douthett  12 59 58
Freudenreich . 9 69 66
Whitlock  10 14 13
Piggott. 
 
7 63 68
Miner  12 24 23
Schmidt  4 23 21
Shickel . 5 20 18
Pritchard . 4 18 15
Heidenger  12 41 33
Baylor  12 28 18
Frisz  11 2 1
PCT
.992
.983
.958
.930
.920
.919
.912
.900
.833
.806
.642
.500
BATTING AVERAGES.
A.B. H PCT
Baylor  48 12 .250
Douthett  42 10 .238
Miner.  43 9 .208
Freudenreich  37 7 .189
Heidenger  87 e .162
Shickel  14 2 .148
Whitlock  82 4 .125
Mooney  29 2 .104
Frisz  • 89 4 .108
Pritchard  10 1 .100
Schmidt.  12 1 .083
Piggott  24 1 .042
CAPTAINS and MANAGERS 1906-7.
Foot Ball —Robt. Strecker capt; Milton Goodman Mgr.
Basket Ball—C. N. Trueblood capt.; E J. Miner Mgr.
Base Ball—F. P. Mooney Capt.; Donald McDaniel Mgr.
Track—R L. Smith, Mgr.
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The motto of Stalker's trouser's: Excelsior Trenary, '09, has been initiated into the M.
(ever upward.) E. P.
•
Johnson, '09 (sick abed):—"There's nothing
like a doctor's bill to make a fellow feel short af-
ter his leg has been pulled.
Douthett:--An ellipsoid is shaped like a water-
melon."
Hath:— 'Yes, a watermelon is a good illustra-
tration of an ellipsoid. Now, vhat would be the
volume of this watermelon—"
Stock:—"The volume of that watermelon is
ate."
Stubbs (in Physics):—"The fly-wheel of a
watch illustrates angular simple harmonic mo- T stands for Turk, who runs like a deer;
tion." He lives on sauer kraut, pretzels and beer.
T stands for trousers; when worn by our Jim,
They're always rolled up almost to his chin.
Johnson, '09, has been laid up for several
weeks owing to an injury received while swim-
ming.
Tubby (to Whitecotton, who has just exam-
ined his watch to see if the balance-wheel is com-
pcnsated):—"Was it, Ott?"
Ott:—"Don't know. It was going too fast.
Cap Hunley (in Mineralogy):—"Look at that
funny stone; it looks like a wienie."
Reilly (in Plane Trig.):—"What is the use of
those inverse functions, anyway?"
Mac:—"To find the value of pi, but not the
kind that you get in a boarding house, for that
hasn't any value."
Student:—"What is the value of all this stuff,
anyway?"
Mac:—Mainly to secure a credit in Spherical
Trig, this term."
Bock and Shepard, '09, have been initiated
into the P. I. E. S.
Caught floating in Section B:
A is for Andrick, whose locks are of snow,
He's a source of delight to our darling Jo-Jo.
THE RETORT COURTEOUS.
Bennett (to Stalker in a track suit):—"Say,
Jimmy, do you know what the path of a point
is?"
Stalker:—"Yes. Why?"
B.:—"Tbat's what you are!"
S.:—"I'd rather be a line than a beer keg set
on a couple of tooth-picks."
Hummell (after Prof. has called the roll):—
"Did you call my name?"
Prof. :—"It wouldn't make much difference if
I did miss you; you're so small, anyway."
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The American Machinist of May 24th contains
an interesting illustrated article entitled " Muse-
ums of Security—Preliminary Announcement of
an Exposition." We read that "the American
Institute of Social Service will hold for two
weeks during the coming year an exposition of
the best devices for safeguarding the lives and
limbs of workmen and preventing accidents under
the ordinary conditions of life and labor to which
the general public is exposed. The exhibits will
consist of models of machines of actual or re-
duced size in operation. and photographs. * *
The exposition of safety devices will be tempo-
rary, but preparatory to a permanent collection
of safety appliances, because the American Insti-
tute of Social Service firmly believes that the
time has come for the establishment of a Museum
of Security for America."
A number of museums of this kind are men-
tioned. One at Amsterdam was opened in 1893;
it is open to the public four days in the week and
the first and third Sundays of each month. We
read that " the labor inspectors of Holland find
that the museum is of the greatest service to
them, because it meets every objection on the
part of a superintendent that the safety device in
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question will interfere with the proper operation
of his machinery; * * * he can go to the
museum where he can study every detail of it
and see it in operation. * * * The various
parts of all dangerous machines are safeguarded
by means of the latest devices, the safeguarded
parts being painted red. Hygienic devices are
painted blue."
A similar museum was established in Berlin in
1900; one at Munich was opened to the public
on Oct. 21, 1900, and there is a movement on
foot to establish one in Paris.
The Railroad Gazette for May 25th shows three
pictures of creosoted piles at Puget Sound, which
have been very badly eaten by teredos and limno-
ria. In this vicinity, according to Mr. A. Stew-
art, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Great North-
ern at Seattle, a stick of timber, rough sawed,
will last about eight months, a peeled pine will
last a year, a pile with the bark on will last a
year and a half, while a creosoted pile will last
from 15 months to 15 years. The unfortunate
part of it is that two piles treated and driven un-
der the same conditions will be effected differ-
ently by the teredo and limnoria.
